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Plasma oscillations in Hall thrusters
E. Y. Choueiri
Electric Propulsion and Plasma Dynamics Laboratory, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey 08540

~Received 27 September 2000; accepted 14 November 2000!

The nature of oscillations in the 1 kHz–60 MHz frequency range that have been observed during
operation of Hall thrusters is quantitatively discussed. Contours of various plasma parameters
measured inside the accelerating channel of a typical Hall thruster are used to evaluate the various
stability criteria and dispersion relations of oscillations that are suspected to occur. A band by band
up-to-date overview of the oscillations is carried out with a description of their observed behavior
and a discussion of their nature and dependencies through comparison of the calculated contours to
reported observations. The discussion encompasses the excitation of low frequency azimuthal drift
waves that can form a rotating spoke, axially propagating ‘‘transit-time’’ oscillations, azimuthal
drift waves, ionization instability-type waves, and wave emission peculiar to weakly ionized
inhomogeneous plasmas in crossed electric and magnetic fields. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1354644#
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background and motivation

Hall thrusters, also called closed drift thrusters~CDT!,
are coaxial plasma accelerators for spacecraft propulsion
have been optimized in Russia during the past 30 years
high thrust efficiency~near and above 50%). They are pa
ticularly suited for station keeping and orbit transfer m
sions where they offer substantial propellant mass sav
over chemical thrusters. Since 1972, more than 110 H
thrusters have been flown on Russian spacecraft, and m
than 52 thrusters remain in operation.1 An increasing number
of commercial and scientific space missions in Russia,
US, Europe, and Japan are planned with spacecraft u
Hall thrusters.

Some of the original work on the Hall thruster was co
ducted in the US in the early and mid-1960’s2–5 but interest
in that accelerator was greatly diminished in favor of i
thrusters. Most of the work since then has been conducte
Russia until the early 1990’s when a resurgent interes
these devices in the US, Europe, and Japan brought abo
increasingly strong revival in related research and deve
ment.

The name ‘‘closed drift’’ refers to the azimuthal drift o
electrons that is common to all variants of such thruste
The two main modern variants are the stationary plas
thruster~SPT! and the thruster with anode layer~TAL !. @The
stationary plasma thruster~SPT! is sometimes referred to a
magnetic layer thruster, or thruster with extended accel
tion zone, to differentiate it from the anode layer thrus
~TAL !, which is also operated in a stationary mode.# The
former differs from the latter by its extended channel and
use of insulator chamber walls. Although the two have d
ferentiating features in their operation and performance, t
rely on the same basic principles for ionizing and accele
ing the propellant. In the US, these principles were first c
rectly described and verified experimentally through
seminal work of Janes and Lowder~1965!.5 These principles,
1411070-664X/2001/8(4)/1411/16/$18.00
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and other features of modern Hall thrusters, are also
cussed in Refs. 6–9. A schematic of a Hall thruster of
SPT type~i.e., extended channel! is shown in Fig. 1. Briefly,
the underlying processes are as follows. The electrons f
the cathode enter the chamber, and are subject to an
muthal drift as a result of the crossed~mainly radial! mag-
netic and axial electric fields. The electrons in the clos
drift undergo ionizing collisions with the neutrals~most typi-
cally xenon! injected through the anode. While the magne
field is strong enough to lock the electrons in an azimut
drift within the chamber, it is not strong enough to affect t
trajectory of the ions which are essentially accelerated by
axial electric field. An axial electron flux equal to that of th
ions reaches the anode due to a cross-field mobility that o
exceeds classical values, and the same flux of electron
available from the cathode to neutralize the exhausted io
Quasineutrality is thus maintained throughout the cham
and exhaust beam, and consequently no space-charge li
tion is imposed on the acceleration, allowing relatively hi
thrust densities compared to conventional electrostatic p
pulsion devices. Nominal operating conditions of a comm
flight module~e.g., the Russian SPT-100! operating with xe-
non are 2–5 mg/s mass flow rate, 200–300 V applied v
age, yielding a plasma exhaust velocity of 16 000 m/s, an
thrust of 40–80 mN, at efficiencies of about 50%. Measu
performance is reported in Refs. 10–12.

Because of the stringent requirements of commer
spacecraft, which often require trouble-free thruster ope
tion for more than 8000 hours, various aspects of H
thruster performance can benefit from further improveme
These include efforts to lower beam divergence, characte
electromagnetic interference, lower erosion rate, lengt
lifetime, further raise the thrust efficiency and thrust
power ratio and scale these devices down or up in pow
Also, more compact power processing units~PPU! with spe-
cific masses around 5 kg/kW are sought to enhance the c
petitiveness of these thrusters. Aside from low mass, a m
requirement of the PPU is its ability to handle or suppre
1 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Schematic of a Hall thruster with an extended insulator channel~SPT! showing the external cathode, the internal anode, the radial magnetic field
typical particle trajectories.
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oscillations in the total circuit. The interaction between t
PPU and its load can be quite complex due to the ubiquit
presence of oscillations.

As we shall see in the following sections, the Ha
thruster plasma has a very rich and complex wave and n
characteristics over a wide frequency spectrum.

The character of these oscillations range from narro
band and very coherent waves with well-defined propaga
angles, to broadband turbulence. Aside from their role
PPU design, oscillations in Hall thrusters can play a role
the divergence of the ion beam and can even lead to
extinction of the discharge. More fundamentally, some
these oscillations play a direct role in setting the performa
level and efficiency of these devices. Many of the oscil
tions are inherent to the ionization, particle diffusion, a
acceleration processes of the device and can be consider
‘‘natural’’ modes excited by the plasma to ‘‘self-regulate
the charged particle production and diffusion processe
order to adjust to a particular imposed operating mode.

The earliest studies specifically addressing these osc
tions are represented in Refs. 5, 9, 13, and 14. More rece
with the surge of interest in the US, Europe, and Japa
number of Hall thruster oscillation studies15–26 have been
carried out, many of which are ongoing. In an earlier conf
ence paper27 we presented an overview of the observed
cillation modes along with a description of their nature a
dependencies. In the present paper we present an upd
Downloaded 26 Mar 2001 to 128.112.35.99. Redistribution subjec
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overview that accounts also for recent measurements
studies of Hall thruster oscillations.

B. Organization

We start in Sec. II with a quantitative characterization
the plasma in a typical Hall thruster. We use contours
various plasma parameters measured inside the acceler
channel of the SPT as the starting point of our investigat
and calculate the magnitude and spatial distribution of v
ous associated natural and collision frequencies, charact
tic lengths and velocities. This leads to a thorough charac
ization of the plasma in the channel under typical operat
which paves the way for a quantitative band by band ov
view of the observed oscillations presented in Sec. III alo
with theoretical models for these oscillations and the ass
ated stability criteria. The theoretical models are evalua
using the plasma characterization of the preceding sectio

II. HALL THRUSTER PLASMA CHARACTERIZATION

Before we proceed with the discussion of the vario
types of processes in the Hall thruster, and in order to ren
that discussion quantitative, we conduct a thorough and s
tially resolved characterization of the plasma inside the ch
nel. For all our subsequent calculations, we use as in
input, the contour plots measured inside the channel by B
aev and Kim.28 Similar measurements were also reported
t to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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Bishaevet al. in Ref. 29. These measurements were c
ducted in an SPT with a 10 cm diameter at a discharge v
ageUd5200 V, a mass flow rateṁ53 g/s of xenon, and a
discharge current ofI d53 – 3.2 A. The authors reported29

that the dimensions of the probes used for these meas
ments were chosen to satisfy the requirements of the p
theories adopted for data reduction and that the measure
accuracy was checked using optical diagnostics. Other
tails concerning the experimental techniques can be foun
these references.

A. Input contours

First, the magnetic field, the radial variation of whic
may be neglected, was mapped axially with a Hall probe
is shown in Fig. 2.

We digitized the contour data using a grid of 92 by
points with a spacing of 0.5 mm between points~correspond-
ing to the resolution of the measurements!. The resulting
matrices were then used along with an image processing
gorithm that was developed specifically for this task, to g
erate 8-bit color raster images showing the magnitude
spatial distribution of the measured parameters. An im
enhancement algorithm was then used to smooth the
tours for better visualization. Consequently, in all the co
raster plots in this paper, the details of any structure wh
dimension is smaller than 0.5 mm cannot be taken as ph
cal. The purple background surrounding each of the ima
correspond to regions where no experimental data w
available. This is especially the case for many parame
near the walls. Also, the accuracy and reliability of the co
tours near the inlet or anode~specifically for axial locations
x<15 mm! are not good.

Panels~a!–~e! of Fig. 8 below show the resulting con
tours for electron temperature, charged species density, fl
ing potential, charge density production rate and xenon n
tral gas density consecutively. The inlet and anode are on
left-hand side of the graphs, and the two parallel bottom
top gray lines represent the inner and outer insulator wa
respectively.

The region of the electron density map that has the hi
est density@Fig. 8~b!# is shown to be uniform at 631017

FIG. 2. Axial profile of radial component of the magnetic field,Br normal-
ized by its maximum valueBr* ~with Br* 5180 G! as measured in Ref. 28
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m23. In reality, only the outer contour of the red region
that map was measured at that value. The lack of data in
that contour would artificially result in an infinite characte
istic length for the density gradient in that region~i.e., uni-
form density!. This is to be kept in mind later when lookin
at maps calculated using the density gradients.

B. Calculated plasma characteristics

The above-mentioned measurements are used to ca
late various parameters of interest. This creates a thoro
and spatially resolved characterization of the plasma.
calculate all the natural frequencies~ion and electron cyclo-
tron frequenciesvci , vce ; ion and electron plasma frequen
ciesvpi , vpe ; the lower hybrid frequency,v lh! many col-
lision frequencies~electron-neutral collision frequencyne ;
ion-neutral collision frequencyn i , Coulomb collision fre-
quencies; frequency of ionization by electron impact, et!.
All the characteristic length scales corresponding to th
frequencies are also calculated. We also calculate all the
sociated particle velocities: the electron thermal veloc
v te5(Te /me)

1/2; the Alfvén velocity; the ion velocity and
the electron azimuthal and axial drift velocities.

In calculating the collision frequencies involving ele
trons at each grid point, we use experimentally measu
cross sections for xenon with the full energy dependence
calculate the convolution integrals using a Maxwellian v
locity distribution for the electrons. For instance, for the to
electron-neutral collision frequency,ne , we use

ne5naE FM~v !Qe~v !v rel dv, ~1!

where v rel is the relative velocity between the two speci
and Qe is the total collision cross section obtained, for x
non, from the experimental measurements in Ref. 30
shown in Fig. 3.

When calculating the electron drift velocities we use t
following standard expressions:

udex52De'

]~nekTe!

ne]x
2me'Ex , ~2!

FIG. 3. Total collision cross section for electrons in xenon from Ref. 30.a0

is the Bohr radius.
t to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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udey5Veudex, ~3!

where

me'5
me

11Ve
2

, ~4!

De'5
De

11Ve
2

~5!

are related to the electron mobility and diffusion coefficie

me5
ueu

mene
, ~6!

De5
kTe

mene
~7!

through the electron Hall parameterVe :

Ve5
vce

ne
. ~8!

For Eqs.~2! and~3! we treat each grid cell as imbedded in
rectangular coordinate system shown in Fig. 4, with
x-axis pointing downstream along the thruster axis~i.e.,
along the applied electric fieldEx! and thez-axis along the

FIG. 4. Adopted rectangular coordinate system. Thex axis is along the
thruster axis~i.e., along the applied electric fieldEx) and thez axis is along
the thruster radius~i.e., along radial magnetic fieldBr). They axis therefore
corresponds to the azimuthal dimension.
Downloaded 26 Mar 2001 to 128.112.35.99. Redistribution subjec
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thruster radius~i.e., along radial magnetic fieldBr). udey

therefore corresponds to the azimuthal electron drift veloc
which would be in the negativey direction. The application
of this coordinate system to describe the entire channel
ries the assumption of small channel curvature:h/R!1,
whereh is the channel ‘‘height’’ andR its mean radius.

All the above-mentioned parameters were calculated
each point of the grid. In order to illustrate the ordering
the magnitudes of these parameters, the parameter from
spatial matrix was spatially averaged between the cross
tions at axial positionsx152.5 cm andx254 cm and plotted
in Figs. 5–7. These three plots show the magnitude orde
of the relevant frequencies, characteristic lengths, and vel
ties, respectively.~The neutral gas temperature was assum
to be at the anode temperature of 1000 K.! In the character-
istic length plot of Fig. 6, we also show the calculated ch
acteristic lengths of the axial gradients of electron dens
temperature, and magnetic field, which will be important
our oscillation analysis. In calculating the characteris
length of the electron density gradient we neglected
weight of the central region@red spot in Fig. 8~b!# which, as
mentioned earlier, would have yielded very large lengt
The characteristic gradient length,L

“a , of a parametera is
given by

L
“a[U a

]a/]xU5U] ln a

]x U21

, ~9!

wherex is the axial dimension.
For further illustration, the spatial maps of the followin

parameters: electron-neutral total collision frequencyne ,
ionization frequencyn ioniz , the axial electric fieldEx ~ob-
tained by calculating the gradient of the applied potentia!,
the ion velocity ui , the electron azimuthal drift velocity
udey, and the electron Hall parameterVe are shown in Figs.
8~f!–9~e! consecutively.

The total electron-neutral collision frequencyne , shown
in Fig. 8~f!, was calculated using Eq.~1! and its spatial dis-
o-
FIG. 5. Magnitude ordering of rel-
evant frequencies.~Spatially averaged
between the cross sections at axial p
sitionsx152.5 cm andx254 cm.!
t to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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FIG. 6. Magnitude ordering of rel-
evant lengths.~Spatially averaged be-
tween the cross sections at axial pos
tions x152.5 cm andx254 cm.!
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tribution, to a large extent, reflects the neutral xenon dis
bution in the channel shown in Fig. 8~e!. This frequency, as
we shall see later in Sec. III D 2, sets an upper limit for o
type of oscillations. Its average betweenx152.5 cm andx2

54 cm is 1.53 MHz. The xenon ionization frequencyn ioniz

by electron impact, shown in Fig. 9~a!, is also important
since it represents the characteristic oscillation of the ion
tion instability discussed later in Sec. III B. The axial elect
field shown in Fig. 9~b! shows regions with values as high
20 kV/m, which explains the electron heating seen in
same regions in the measured electron temperature plo
Fig. 8~a!. The ion velocity map of Fig. 9~c! shows that the
ions can reach velocities as high as 14 km/s inside the c
nel. It is interesting to note from that plot that the highe
velocities are attained near the downstream end of the in
Downloaded 26 Mar 2001 to 128.112.35.99. Redistribution subjec
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insulator wall. This fact combined with the flow directio
measurements in that region shown in Ref. 28, hint to
role played by ion sputtering in insulator erosion. The ele
tron drift velocity in the azimuthal directionudey, calculated
with Eq. ~3! is shown in Fig. 9~d!. Its average betweenx1

52.5 cm andx254 cm is 690 km/s. Again, the regions o
substantial acceleration in that map corresponds to thos
high electric field in Fig. 9~b!. Finally, the electron Hall pa-
rameterVe is shown in Fig. 9~e!. It is much larger than unity
over the entire grid and averages about 286 betweenx1

52.5 cm andx254 cm. The corresponding average for th
ion Hall parameterV i ~not shown here! is 0.15. This is char-
acteristic of Hall thrusters whose design obeys the inequ
ties V i,1!V i . This high value of the Hall parameter im
plies, through Eq.~3!, that the cross-field drift velocity
o-
FIG. 7. Magnitude ordering of rel-
evant velocities.~Spatially averaged
between the cross sections at axial p
sitionsx152.5 cm andx254 cm.!
t to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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FIG. 8. ~Color! Contours of plasma parameters based on the measurements of Ref. 28. Averages betweenx152.5 cm andx254 cm are in parentheses.~a!
Electron temperature~12.8 eV!. ~b! Charged species density (3.331017 m23). ~c! Floating potential~73 V!. ~d! Charge production rate (3.33104 A/m3). ~e!
Neutral xenon density (231019 m23). ~f! Total electron-neutral collision frequency~1.53 MHz!.
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towards the anode is, on the average, about 300 ti
smaller than the azimuthal drift velocity. This estimate
based on a classical treatment of cross-field mobility a
diffusion. The real value of the axial electron current can
estimated by subtracting the measured ion current from
discharge current and is often much higher than the class
value given by Eq.~2!. Quite often, one must invoke nea
wall collisional effects9,22,20or plasma oscillations5,23,20,31to
explain the actual cross-field mobility and diffusion of th
electrons when the magnetic field is high.

With the above characterization, we have a detailed
Downloaded 26 Mar 2001 to 128.112.35.99. Redistribution subjec
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experimentally based picture of the plasma in the H
thruster with which we can proceed to a quantitative study
the oscillations.

III. OVERVIEW OF OBSERVED OSCILLATIONS

Oscillations over a wide spectrum of frequencies ha
always been observed in the terminal characteristics of H
type thrusters. During the 1970’s several experimental st
t to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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FIG. 9. ~Color! Results of calculations. Averages betweenx152.5 cm andx254 cm are in parentheses.~a! Ionization frequency~35.3 kHz!. ~b! Axial electric
field ~6.6 kV/m!. ~c! Ion velocity ~9.3 km/s!. ~d! Electron azimuthal drift velocity~690 km/s!. ~e! Electron Hall parameter~286!. ~f! Frequency of unstable
waves according to Eq.~22! for the first mode (k51/r ) with largely azimuthal propagation (ky510kx). Purple5stable.
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ies dedicated to the observation of oscillations and the m
surements of their characteristics were conducted
Russia.9,13,14,32

The amplitude and frequencies of observed oscillati
were found to be strongly dependent on operating con
tions:

~1! mass flow rate and propellant type;
~2! applied voltage;
~3! initial and time-evolving geometry;
~4! degree of contamination of the discharge chamber;
Downloaded 26 Mar 2001 to 128.112.35.99. Redistribution subjec
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~5! cathode characteristics~mass flow rate and location!;
~6! PPU characteristics and configuration;
~7! and most strongly the magnetic field profile and mag

tude.

Furthermore, when spatially resolved probing of the osci
tions was conducted32 inside the channel it was revealed th
the oscillation spectra also depend on the axial location
side the channel.

This multiparameter dependence renders the oscilla
t to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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Downloaded
TABLE I. Character of measured oscillation spectra as a function of the maximum value of the magneti

Br* normalized by its optimal value, (Br* )opt.170 G, forṁ54 mg/s,Ud5200 V and an SPT with a diamete
of 9 cm operating with xenon. The numbers represent the relative importance of a given frequency ban
overall spectrum. The scale is 1 to 10 where 1 is the weak amplitude~below the sensitivity of the diagnostics!
and 10 is the dominant amplitude of the same order as the applied voltage. 0 means that the oscillation
band were absent and NA denotes unavailable data. The digits are relative within a given band of freq
and not across the bands. Based on experimental data and oscillograms from Refs. 9, 13, 14 and espec
32.

Regime I II IIIa IIIb IV V VI
Br* /(Br* )opt ,0.38 0.38–0.47 0.47–0.6 0.6–0.76 0.76–1 1–1.35 1.35<

1–20 kHz 1 1 8 8 3 10 4
20–60 kHz
~Azimuthal 0 6 0 4 2 0 0
waves!
20–100 kHz 1 5 4 6 7 6 4
70–500 kHz 1 4 4 7 7 6 8
2–5 MHz
~Azimuthal 1 3 3 4 5 1 1
waves!
0.5–10 MHz 1 3 3 4 5 5 6
10–400 MHz 1 3 2 3 4 5 5
.GHz NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
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picture too complex for straightforward description. How
ever, the strong dependence on the magnetic field offers
opportunity to describe the oscillation spectra as a func
of the maximum value of the magnetic fieldBr* ~usually
reached a few millimeters upstream of the exit! with all other
operating parameters~geometry, mass flow rate, discharg
voltage! held constant.~This leaves the discharge current
be a unique function of the magnetic field.! This was at-
tempted by Tilinin32 who conducted extensive measureme
of the spectra in the range 10 kHz–400 MHz at four ax
locations in the channel, and under a wide range of opera
conditions. Tilinin identified six major regimes of operatio
depending on the range ofBr* , with each regime character
ized by a general spectrum of oscillations and a range for
discharge current.

A review of these measurements and others9,13,14is sum-
marized in Table I. In the following subsections we discu
these observations band by band.

It is relevant to mention here that a survey of the H
thruster oscillations can be made by varying the discha
voltage instead of varying the magnetic field. This was
route followed by the recent experimental characterizat
carried out by Chestaet al.16 and Gasconet al.18 Such sur-
veys offer a different view of the dependencies of some
the modes described below.

A. Bulk discharge oscillations in the 1–20 kHz band

1. Observed behavior

Oscillations in this frequency band are often referred
in the Russian literature as ‘‘loop,’’32 ‘‘circuit’’ or
‘‘contour’’ 26 oscillations. WhenBr* is increased to about ha
its optimal value~Regime IIIa in Table I! these oscillations
become prominent and their amplitude can reach 10% of
total voltage amplitude. ForBr* /(Br* )opt between 0.8 and 1
these oscillations are relatively damped. This regime of
eration is called ‘‘optimal’’32 ~Regime IV in Table I!. The
oscillations become violent as soon asBr* is increased a little
 26 Mar 2001 to 128.112.35.99. Redistribution subjec
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above its optimal value~Regime V in Table I!. Their ampli-
tude can reach as high as 100% of that of the dc volta
often causing the discharge to be extinguished. Since atBr*
5(Br* )opt the ratio of the ion current at the exit to the di
charge current reaches a maximum and any further incre
in Br* causes a severe onset of oscillations in this freque
band, the Hall thruster is typically operated just below th
onset in the so-called ‘‘optimal regime’’~Regime IV in
Table I!.

2. Physical description

By operating in the‘‘optimal’’ regime~Regime IV in
Table I! which, for a fixed thruster, mass flow rateṁ and
discharge voltageVd can be reached by changingBr* , the
violent oscillations in this band can generally be avoided
is known that these oscillations can be quite sensitive to
entire circuitry including the PPU~hence their name ‘‘cir-
cuit’’ or ‘‘loop’’ oscillations ! and that the use of the prope
matching filter in the circuit can be instrumental in furth
reducing their amplitude. A recent numerical model dev
oped by Boeuf and Garrigues,20 however, has shown that it i
not necessary to invoke interaction between the thruster
the external circuit to explain these oscillations. Rather,
model, which consists of a one-dimensional~1D! transient
hybrid treatment of electron and ion transport~electron fluid
and collisionless kinetic equation for the ions! points to an
instability caused by a periodic depletion and replenishm
of the neutral near the exit. Since the magnetic field in t
region is large, the associated low electron conductivity le
to an increase in the electric field required to maintain c
rent continuity. The resulting enhanced ionization deple
the neutral density causing the downstream front of the n
tral flow to move upstream into a region where the ionizat
rate is lower. This decrease in upstream ionization rate
cause a decrease in the flux of electrons to the exit wh
causes the ionization there to abate and effectively bri
t to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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back downstream the neutral gas front. The completed c
will then restart causing an oscillation whose frequency fa
in the 15–22 kHz range. The authors termed this fluctua
a ‘‘breathing’’ mode. The model’s predictions of these osc
lations seem to be in good qualitative agreement with
recent measurements of Darnonet al.21 and conform to the
observed behavior described in the preceding subsec
with the exception that the model does not show a damp
of these oscillations in the optimal regime described abo

The detailed picture derived from the model of Boe
and Garrigues substantiates the appellation ‘‘instability
the position of the zone of ionization’’ sometimes used in
Russian literature to refer to these oscillations. This also c
roborates the results obtained independently from the
merical model of Fifeet al.22 who used a two-dimensiona
~2D! description in which the electrons are treated as a flu
a particle-in-cell~PIC! code was used for the heavy spec
and the effects of wall conductivity were included. The
simulations when compared to a simple analytical mode
the fluctuation of the ionization zone, revealed a ‘‘predat
prey’’ type fluctuation in the right frequency range that
essentially equivalent to the picture described above.
analytical model is based on writing the following spec
conservation equations:22

]ni

]t
5kninn2ni

v i

L
, ~10!

]nn

]t
52kninn1ni

vn

L
, ~11!

wherek is the ionization rate coefficient that depends on
electron temperature,L is the extent of the zone,ni , v i , nn ,
vn are the densities and velocities of the ions and neutr
respectively. Linearizing the above two equations for sm
perturbations,ni8 and nn8 in the densities and combinin
yields

]2ni8

]t2
1kni ,0nn,0ni850, ~12!

where the 0 subscripts denote unperturbed quantities.
equation represents an undamped harmonic oscillator w
frequency

v5~k2ni ,0nn,0!
1/25S ṅi ,0

ni ,0nn,0
D 1/2

~13!

which can be readily estimated for our particular case stu
Using the average values shown in the captions of panels~b!,
~d!, and~e! of Fig. 8, we have for the charge production ra
ṅi ,053.33104 A/m35231023m23 s21, and the densities
ni ,053.331017m23, nn,05231019m23, yielding an oscilla-
tion frequency of about 12 kHz.

Furthermore, since to a zeroth order in the perturbat
we haveknn,05v i /L and kni ,05vn /L, the frequency can
also be expressed as

v5
1

L
~v ivn!1/2 ~14!
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which shows that it scales inversely with the length of t
ionization region. This was indeed observed experiment
by Schmidtet al.33 in a Hall discharge. A recent experimen
tal characterization of plasma fluctuations of a Hall thrus
by Chestaet al.16 noted the existence of these oscillations
an axial mode in the ionization zone at high operating vo
age conditions.

A consistent experimental and theoretical description
this mode has emerged despite the fact that rigorous ex
nations for the stability criteria and the abatement of t
mode for a certain range of magnetic field strength, as no
in the preceding subsection, have not yet been fully mad

In sum, there is now little doubt as to the primary orig
of these oscillations.

B. Rotating spoke and related oscillations in the
5–25 kHz band

1. Observed behavior

It is important to differentiate within that band betwee
two overlapping modes: low frequency~5–25 kHz! azi-
muthal oscillations, which act as a rotating spoke and
related to the ionization process, and higher freque
~20–60 kHz! azimuthal modes which are caused by dri
type instabilities associated with the gradients of density
magnetic field.

The former are anchored in the anode region and m
under some conditions~e.g., low discharge voltage! extend
throughout the discharge while the latter, described late
Sec. III C, typically appear in the region of the dischar
where the magnetic field is high.

The earliest experimental study5 using azimuthally posi-
tioned probes, already demonstrated that density fluctuat
form a rotating spoke~in the same direction as that of th
electron drift! with a phase velocity about 0.23Ex /Br . The
spoke, which has one end near the anode and fundam
frequencies between 5 and 25 kHz, is also tilted azimuth
by about 15 to 25 degrees. The frequency of these fie
extend to a higher part of the spectrum than the fundame
frequency of the main spoke component but drop sign
cantly in amplitude. Observations of these modes were
ported in Refs. 5 and 13 and most recently in Ref. 16.

The behavior of these ionization-related azimuthal os
lations were not studied thoroughly as a function of the m
netic field. For a fixed magnetic field~profile and magni-
tude!, the appearance and amplitude of these oscillati
depend on the location of the operating point along
current–voltage curve of the thruster.13 They are dominant a
low discharge voltage, tend to diminish at higher voltag
and become very weak in the current saturation part of
current–voltage characteristic, except in the vicinity of t
anode.

2. Physical description

Janes and Lowder,5 who were the first to measure th
mode in a Hall accelerator, focused on providing a quant
tive description of the role these oscillations play in anom
lous electron diffusion, and onlyspeculatedon the origin and
mechanisms behind the rotating spoke itself and its ass
t to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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1420 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 8, No. 4, April 2001 E. Y. Choueiri
ated azimuthal electric fields. They showed that azimut
electric fields associated~and in phase! with the spoke exist
and can explain the measured cross-field electron transpo
the anode. This anomalous transport or diffusion can be
plained on the basis of a cross-field drift due to the cross
of Br and Eu , where the latter is the azimuthal oscillatin
electric field associated with the potential oscillations.
deed, measurements show that the electron currents
duced by this drift generally agree with the experimenta
inferred axial electron current.

Their implication of an ionization-related mechanis
largely stems from a corollation they found between the a
muthal speed of the spoke and the so-called critical ion
tion velocityuci5A2e i /M wheree i andM are the ionization
potential and atomic mass of the propellant. This correlat
was found to hold for operation with xenon, krypton, a
argon for whichuci is 4.2, 5.7, and 8.7 km/s, respectively

This rotating spoke and its associated oscillations w
also observed and measured by Esipchucket al.13 and most
recently by Chestaet al.16 where an axially tilted azimuthally
propagating disturbance in the 5–10 kHz range was obse
to have a phase velocity nearuci for xenon.

The mechanism behind the formation of the spoke
be qualitatively attributed to a coupling between the den
nonuniformities and the ionization process with the tilt of t
spoke determined by how far an ionization wave propaga
along the anode while an ion is accelerated through
discharge.5 The spoke can thus be thought of as result
from incomplete ionization of the gas and rapid loss
newly born ions.13 With increasing power this competitio
abates, the ionization region spreads azimuthally around
anode and the amplitude of the low frequency spoke-rela
oscillations decreases considerably.

Aside from such qualitative explanations, the detai
physics of this mode in the Hall thruster plasma rem
largely unexplored.

C. Gradient-induced oscillations in the 20–60 kHz
band

1. Observed behavior

These azimuthal oscillations have relatively higher f
quency than those described in the preceding subsection
more broadband and their amplitude is a strong function
the magnetic field profile. Specifically, Morozovet al.9

showed that the amplitude of these oscillations increase
as much as a factor of 5 to 8 if the axial gradient of t
magnetic field is reversed from positive (Br increasing with
distance from the anode! to negative, while keeping the
power constant. Their phase velocities are typically in
range 0.2–0.8Ex /Br .

2. Physical description

Unlike the modes described in Sec. III B, these a
muthal oscillations are not directly related to the ionizati
process. Indeed one of the earliest theories9 that successfully
modeled their stability criteria, frequencies, and grow
rates, was based on a simple nonreacting~i.e., no ionization
or recombination! two-fluid ideal MHD formulation (Ve
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5`) without an energy equation. By linearizing the corr
sponding equations for small amplitude planar waves, Mo
zov et al.9 find a simple dispersion relation which can yie
unstable modes depending on the sign and magnitude o
ion drift velocity ui , the electron azimuthal drift velocityude

and the following relative inhomogeneity scale paramete

Br

ne

]

]x S ne

Br
D . ~15!

For typical Hall thruster parameters, withudey,0 and ui

.0, they find that an instability in the frequency band
question can exist for cases where]Br /]x,0.

In order to carry a quantitative study of these azimut
oscillations for our case, we choose to apply the more g
eral dispersion relation derived by Esipchuck and Tilinin14

who also show that the dispersion relation of Moroz
et al.,9 derives from a special case of their more general
scription.

Again, the starting equations are those of a two-flu
MHD, collisionless, unbounded plasma which, after the fo
lowing assumptions:~1! unmagnetized ions~i.e., r ci@L
where r ci is the ion cyclotron radius andL is the device
length!, ~2! relatively weak inhomogeneity

L,L
“Br

,L
“ne

, ~16!

and for the frequency range,vci!v!vce ,vpe ~wherev is
the frequency of the oscillations in question!, can be linear-
ized using oscillatory disturbances of the form

a5a01ã exp~kxx1kyy2 ivt !, ~17!

wherea is any of the variables of the problem,a0 its steady-
state value,ã is the amplitude of its oscillatory componen
and ã!a0 . This will yield the following dispersion
relation:9

12
vpi

2

~v2kxui !
2

1
vpi

2

vcivce
1

vpi
2

k2vA
2

2
vpi

2 ky~udey2uB!

k2ui
2~v2kyudey!

50,

~18!

wherevA is the Alfvén velocity vA5B2/m0Mini , Mi is the
ion mass,k is the wave numberk52p/l (l is the wave-
length of the oscillations!, kx andky are the components o
the wave vectork along the applied electric field and th
azimuthal direction, respectively~see Fig. 4!. An important
parameter in the above equation is the magnetic drift velo
uB ,

uB[
ui

2

vciL“B
, ~19!

where, again,L
“B is the characteristic length of magnet

field gradient as defined in Eq.~9!. In order to study the
stability of low frequency electrostatic waves, Esipchuck a
Tilinin14 considered the case of the frequencies bounded

~v2kxui !
2!

k2vA
2vcevci

k2vA
21vcevci

, ~20!
t to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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FIG. 10. ~Color! ~a! Phase velocity from Eq.~22!, normalized byEx /Br (k51/r , ky510kx!. ~b! Minimum frequency of density-gradient-driven oscillation
~with l,L). ~c! Minimum wavelengths of density-gradient-driven oscillations~with l,L). ~d! Criterion for the ionization instability from Eq.~30!. ~e!
Frequency of unstable waves from Eqs.~22! and ~33! for ‘‘transient-time’’ oscillations (kx510ky). ~f! Frequency of unstable high frequency waves w
azimuthal propagation.
r

and furthermore added one more assumption~3!

v lh.~vcivce!
1/2!vpi , ~21!

wherev lh.(vcivce)
1/2 is the lower hybrid frequency. Unde

all these assumptions the dispersion relation Eq.~19! has the
following roots:
Downloaded 26 Mar 2001 to 128.112.35.99. Redistribution subjec
v5kxui2
k2ui

2

2ky~udey2uB!
6

kui
2

2~udey2uB!

3F S kx

ky
D 2

24
kx~udey2uB!

kyui
14

udey~udey2uB!

ui
2

11G 1/2

.

~22!
t to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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Before we apply the above equation to our particular stu
we should discuss briefly Esipchuck’s and Tilinin’s assum
tions as listed above. Assumption~1! is quite valid for Hall
thrusters. Assumption~2!, namely that of weak homogeneity
is not amply satisfied over the channel and, as it can be s
from Fig. 6, on the average, the gradient lengths are
smaller than the device length. They are however of the s
order of magnitude. Assumption 3, namely that the
plasma frequency is much larger than the lower hybrid f
quency, is also, on the average, not strongly the case fo
typical SPT case considered here as can be seen from F
Bearing this in mind, we proceed with a stability evaluati
using Eq.~22! which, as we shall see, does predict the m
features of the experimental observations.

For our case study, we calculate the roots in Eq.~22!
which are of the form

v5v r1 ig, ~23!

wherev r is the frequency, andg, the imaginary part, is the
growth rate. We select the grid points where the above eq
tion yields roots with positive imaginary solutions~i.e., g
.0) which, from Eq.~17! correspond to growing oscilla
tions, i.e., instability.

The frequencies of unstable waves were calculated
cording to Eq.~22! for the first mode, i.e.,k52p/l51/r
where r is the radius of a given grid point. Furthermor
since we are looking for azimuthal modes we choose
largely azimuthal propagation withky510kx . The resulting
map is shown in Fig. 9~f! where the color purple denote
stability. It can be readily seen that the plasma is stable
these disturbances for most of the channel except for a s
region which clearly falls in the part of the plasma whe
]Br /]x,0, as can be noted by looking at the magnetic fi
profile in Fig. 2. The existence of an instability in regions
negative axial gradient ofBr , is in agreement with the ex
perimental observations mentioned above as reported in
9. Indeed, the choice of aBr profile with ]Br /]x.0, such as
the one applied to the device that produced the data u
here, was motivated by stability considerations result
from studies with variousBr profiles such as that of Ref. 9
The range of excited frequencies as calculated and show
that map, is 25 to 55 kHz which is in agreement with t
measured frequencies of these azimuthal waves.

A map of the phase velocity,vf , of the unstable waves
vf5v/k5 f l is shown in Fig. 10~a! where the phase veloc
ity is normalized by the azimuthal electron driftudey @shown
in Fig. 9~d!# which is very close toEx /Br ~becauseVe

@1). The calculated phase velocities are between 0.1 to
E/B, which are in the lower end of the range reported in
above mentioned experimental studies.

Conclusions regarding the nature of oscillations in t
band: Oscillations with azimuthal propagation in this ba
are low frequency electrostatic waves with strongly a
muthal propagation (kx!ky). They are rendered unstab
~i.e., excited! by the presence of gradients of magnetic fie
and density. These gradients can have the signs and m
tudes to present a free energy source for electrostatic pe
bations to grow. The free energy source can be related
drift velocity associated with the gradient@such as in Eq.
Downloaded 26 Mar 2001 to 128.112.35.99. Redistribution subjec
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~19!# and the instability can therefore be called a drift ins
bility. Furthermore, since the general dispersion relation
Eq. ~18!, with uB andudey both set to zero, is often assoc
ated with fast magnetosonic waves, Esipchuck and Tilini14

proposed the name ‘‘drift magnetosonic waves.’’
From, a practical point of view, these waves do not

principle represent a formidable problem to Hall thruster o
eration since the thruster is nominally operated in the optim
regime with a magnetic field profile that does not favor th
prominence throughout most of the discharge.

D. Oscillations in the frequency band 20–100 kHz

1. Observed behavior

Aside from the azimuthal waves whose frequencies
in within this range, there are other types of oscillations t
can contribute to this band of the spectrum. Even in
absence of the low frequency azimuthal waves descri
above, the measured spectra show considerable energ
that range~cf. Table I!. This is the case even for operation
the ‘‘optimal’’ regime. Since the well-defined azimutha
waves, described above, fall within that band, other poss
contribution from nonazimuthal oscillations did not recei
as much characterization in the literature.

2. Physical description

From Fig. 5, it can be seen that this band falls betwe
the ion collision frequency and the electron collision fr
quency. Also, from the same figure, we can see that
characteristic frequency for the incoming xenon neutrals
electron impact falls also in that range. It is therefore natu
to suspect that mechanisms related to collisions with neut
~which dominate in weakly ionized plasmas! and/or ioniza-
tion are playing roles in this band. We shall look, alb
briefly, at each of these two possibilities.

a. Instabilities related to an inhomogeneous and wea
ionized plasma.The ionization fraction was calculated from
the data shown in panels~a! and ~e! of Fig. 8 and averaged
over all grid points betweenx152.5 cm andx254 cm is
0.028. For xenon, the cross sections are such that, at t
electron temperatures@averageTe is about 13 eV from Fig.
8~a!#, collisions with neutrals dominate. The dispersion re
tion in Eq. ~19! was derived from a collisionless descriptio
and although it is capable of describing the azimuthal os
lations in a slightly lower frequency band~and as we shall
see in Sec. III F, in a higher band!, it does not lead to un-
stable modes in this band other than for azimuthal propa
tion. Adding the effects of collisions to the governing equ
tions that yielded Eq.~19!, would greatly complicate the
derivation of the dispersion relation. For the sake of simp
ity, and to illustrate the possible instabilities of an inhom
geneous weakly ionized plasma, we shall make one m
assumption, namely the neglect of the applied dc elec
field. Under this assumption there exist several class
treatments of the problem.34–36

In Ref. 36 the relevant case of oscillations in the fr
quency range

n i,v,ne ~24!
t to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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is treated. It is shown that oscillations with frequencies a
growth rates given by

v r.g.kS Te

Mi
D 1/2

~25!

@where one recognizes the ion acoustic velocityuia

5(Te /Mi)
1/2] can become unstable if the following inequa

ity regarding the strength of the density gradient holds

L
“ne

<
Te

vceme
S Mi

Te
D 1/2

, ~26!

which is equivalent to stating that the inhomogeneity must
strong enough so thatL

“ne
is smaller than a characterist

cyclotron radiusr ca based on the ion acoustic velocity an
the ion cyclotron frequency (r ca[uia /vci). This, along with
Eqs.~24! and ~25!, gives oscillations bounded by

n i,v r<v
“ne

,ne , ~27!

wherev
“ne

is the electron drift frequency

v
“ne

[
Tek

mevceL“ne

. ~28!

Figure 10~b! shows the minimum bound on the frequenc
of oscillations whose wavelengths are contained inside
SPT. Only grid points satisfying the criterion in Eq.~26! are
shown. The rest~purple color! correspond to stable cond
tions. It is clear that oscillations in the band in question c
be produced. In Fig. 10~c!, the corresponding wavelength
are shown.

b. Instabilities related to ionization.The ionization in-
stability in a weakly ionized gas can be described
follows.37 Due to ionization, the electron density may i
crease in a certain region. Due to the presence of curr
through that region, the evolution and absorption of ene
are altered. If the energy increase is higher than the en
transferred from the electrons through collisions with t
neutrals, the electron density may grow further because o
dependence on the temperature, leading to an unstable
cess. A similar type of instability was invoked to explain t
low frequency bulk discharge oscillations described in S
III A.

Smirnov37 treats the case of the ionization instability of
weakly ionized plasma in a crossed electric and magn
fields. By setting up a balance equation for the electron
ergy per unit volume, taking into account the energy tra
ferred from electrons to the neutrals through elastic co
sions, and the relationship between perturbations of
temperature and density, the following rate equation
found:

d

dt S 3

2
neTeD5nẽmeude

2 neF ~vce
2 1ne

2!1/2

ne
212

Te

e i
G , ~29!

wheree i is the first ionization potential of the neutrals. Th
yields the following instability criterion:

S 2Te

e i
D 1/2

<Ve . ~30!
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Although the case seems quite similar to the Hall thrus
there are two major differences. First there was a simplify
assumption thatne is largely independent ofTe . Second, in
that derivation, there was an allowance for ay component of
the electric field of the orderVeEx which would force the
electron current to flow almost axially. Keeping these diffe
ences in mind, we evaluate the criterion in Eq.~30! in the
form Ve /(2Te /ee)

1/2>1, over the entire grid. The map i
Fig. 10~d! shows the regions of instability and the extent
which the criterion is satisfied. Most likely, the quantitativ
relevance of this map to our problem is not good in view
the two differences listed above, but if the picture is to
trusted qualitatively, it would be interesting to note the r
gion where the criterion is most satisfied. This region, be
near the exit of the inner insulator is the region that is m
subjected to geometrical changes, due to erosion or dep
tion of sputtered material. There may therefore be a tenta
link between the appearance of these oscillations and
time-dependent geometry.

The time scales associated with this kind of instabil
are of the same order as the ionization time scales. There
we can refer to Fig. 9~a! for the relevant frequencies whic
fall within the frequency band being considered here. C
clusions regarding the nature of oscillations in this band: T
oscillations in this band may be related to either a gradie
driven instability that is peculiar to weakly ionized plasma
an ionization-type instability. It is also possible that bo
mechanisms contribute to the spectrum in this band.

E. Oscillations in the frequency band 70–500 kHz

1. Observed behavior

Oscillations in this frequency band are often call
‘‘transient-time’’ oscillations in the Russian literature13 be-
cause they have frequencies that roughly correspond toui /L,
the ion in-chamber residence time scale. These waves w
first measured and characterized experimentally by E
chucket al.13 and their experimentally observed character
tics are well documented in that paper. Here we list brie
some of their major features. They are quite active dur
operation at the ‘‘optimal’’ regime. With all parameters fixe
andBr increasing, these oscillations first become promin
as Regime IIIb is reached with their amplitude reaching s
eral volts ~cf. Table I!. They increase in importance wit
increasingBr* and their amplitude can become as high
30% of the discharge voltage. Their amplitude distributi
over the channel strongly depends on the profile ofBr . Their
overall spectrum seems to be quite independent ofṁ at fixed
Ud . They are largely turbulent but still preserve some det
ministic space-time correlations. They are believed to be
sential for turbulence-driven or anomalous diffusion whi
becomes necessary at higherBr due to the inadequacy o
classical mobility and diffusion.

2. Physical description

The name ‘‘transient-time’’ oscillation is quite appropr
ate since a frequencyv r of
t to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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v r.kxui

b

b11
, ~31!

where b[uB /uudeyu, can be obtained from the dispersio
relation in Eq.~19! for the following condition:14

ky
2!kx

2 , ~32!

which implies an almost axially propagating wave, and
inequality

uB. 1
2 @~udey

2 1ui
2!1/22uudeyu#. ~33!

In Fig. 10~e! we show the calculated frequencies in r
gions of instability. The excited waves, have frequencies
tween 60 and 800 kHz for our case study. It can be dire
noted that the region with negativeBr gradient is stable
which is in agreement with observations. Furthermore,
highest frequencies are confined just to the left ofBr* . This
is also the case for the growth rate which is given by14

g.kxui

Ab

b11
, ~34!

and therefore scale similarly to the frequencies. This confi
ment is in good agreement with what was observed w
spatially resolved probing.13,32 Finally, the ‘‘quenching’’ of
these oscillations with diminishingBr reported in the experi-
mental literature is also apparent from Fig. 10~e! where the
frequencies~and hence the wavelengths! diminish with de-
creasingBr to the left of the maximum value.

Conclusions regarding the nature of oscillations in t
band: These oscillations are quasiaxial electrostatic wa
with a relatively broad and mixed band. They tend to
relatively turbulent and are presumed to play an import
role in regulating the plasma transport. Their characteris
and dependencies are well predicted by the linear theor
gradient driven magnetosonic waves with almost ax
propagation (ky!kx). Physically they are due to the cou
pling of the ‘‘beam mode’’kxui to the oscillations driven by
the inhomogeneity. Due to their strong scaling withkui ,
they are often called ‘‘transient-time’’ oscillations.

F. Oscillations in the frequency band 0.5–5 MHz
and higher

1. Observed behavior

Like the ‘‘transient-time’’ oscillations discussed abov
oscillations at higher frequencies become more prominen
Br* is increased, as illustrated in Table I. Even for operat
at the optimal regime, oscillations and ‘‘noise’’ with fre
quencies near and higher than those of the ‘‘transient-tim
oscillations are more important than the lower frequenc
such as the ‘‘circuit’’ and low frequency azimuthal wav
which become very weak.

It is interesting to note that one mode of high frequen
oscillations seems to have been discovered theoretically
Esipchuck and Tilinin14 before it was observed experime
tally. The same authors looked for the theoretically predic
mode using probes and high frequency instrumentation
found it to exist. This mode has the following observed b
havior. The propagation is mostly azimuthal like the lo
Downloaded 26 Mar 2001 to 128.112.35.99. Redistribution subjec
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frequency azimuthal drift wave described in Sec. III A. T
fundamental frequency is~for optimal operation with xenon
and nominal conditions! in the 2–5 MHz range. In that fre
quency range, it is possible to see this mode by using
muthally spaced probes and most often the first azimu
mode is observed~i.e., k51/R) and sometimes the secon
azimuthal mode is detectable. The phase velocity is clos
udey and is in the negativey direction. A reversal of the
direction of the field would reverse the direction of propag
tion. While the amplitude is raised with increasingBr* , the
fundamental frequency drops.

Aside from this azimuthal mode, the high frequency o
cillations in the Hall thruster seem to have received less
tention than their lower frequency counterparts.

2. Physical description

The theoretically predicted high frequency mode was
rived at also through the dispersion relation of Eq.~19! after
more simplifying assumptions. The fact that the same eq
tion, which as we discussed above, had some borderline
sumptions, could describe observed modes at three wi
different frequency ranges: lower frequency azimuth
waves, quasiaxial ‘‘transient-time’’ oscillations and this hig
frequency azimuthal mode~all contained within the wide
rangevci!uvu!vce) is a testimony to its usefulness an
overall validity.

Instead of looking at these higher frequencies with t
dispersion relation — an effort already accomplished anal
cally by Esipchuck and Tilinin14—we opt to use another for
malism that emphasizes the collisional nature of the plas
This is one facet, the collisionless treatment of Refs. 14
38 are missing.

The case of a weakly ionized plasma in a crossed elec
and magnetic field has been treated by Simon.39 The formu-
lation developed in that paper extends the simpler desc
tion of an inhomogeneous weakly ionized plasma~that we
used in Sec. III D to study the lower frequency waves! to
include the effect of an applied electric field. The field can
shown to be destabilizing for higher frequencies.36 We fol-
low Simon’s assumption39 that the plasma is finite only in
thex direction. This would not greatly affect our wave anal
sis since we will be looking only at ‘‘flute modes,’’ i.e.,kz

50 andk56ky which for our geometry correspond to az
muthal modes. By assuming that the most relevant grad
is that of the charged particle density, we quote39 the mo-
mentum equations for the ion and electron fluxesG,

Gx
65S 2D'

6
]n

]x
6m'

6nExD7V6S 2D'
6

]n

]z
6m'

6nEzD ,

Gy
652D i

6
]n

]y
6m i

6nEy , ~35!

Gz
65S 2D'

6
]n

]z
6m'

6nEzD6V6S 2D'
6

]n

]x
6m'

6nED ,

where ions and electrons are denoted by pluses and minu
V is again the Hall parameter and the formalism is cast i
different axes convention. We go from Simon’s coordina
system to ours in Fig. 4 by applying the transformationsx
t to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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→x, y→z, andz→2y. The neglect of the temperature gr
dient in the above equations@cf. Eq. ~2!# greatly simplifies
the problem as an energy equation is not needed. By u
the flux conservation equation in its unsteady form

]n

]t
1“•G650, ~36!

one obtains a closed system of governing equations inñ and
Ṽ, whereṼ is the oscillating electrostatic field. After linea
izing with small perturbations the equations can be redu
to two sets of coupled differential equations in the unkno
ñ andṼ. Simon uses the method of Kadmotsev–Nedospa
which requires trial solutions. The interested reader is
ferred to Ref. 39 for a discussion of the solution method a
the boundary conditions. Having shown the governing eq
tions, we now quote the resulting dispersion relation whi
after straightforward manipulation and the neglect of no
flute modes~i.e., setkz50), gives the following frequency
and growth rate expressions:

v r5

Cky

dn0

dx
@V im' i2Vem'e#2n0̄~Yi2Ye!kyQ

n0̄
2~Yi1Ye!

21ky
2S dn0

dx D 2

@V im' i2Vem'e#

,

~37!

g5

Cn0̄~Yi1Ye!
21ky

2Q
dn0

dx
@V im' i2Vem'e#

n0̄
2~Yi1Ye!

21ky
2S dn0

dx D 2

@V im' i2Vem'e#

, ~38!

with

C52n̄0~YeXi1YiXe!, ~39!

Xs[L2D's , ~40!

Ys[L2m's , ~41!

L2[ky
21S p

l D 2

, ~42!

Q[2Ē0xn̄0@V im' iYe2Vem'eYi # ~43!

1
dn0

dx FVem'eXi2V im' iXe ~44!

1
1

2
m' im'e~V i1Ve!

dĒ0

dx
G , ~45!

where we have usedl, the finite spatial extent of the plasm
in the x direction. A quantityf that is under the bar must b
evaluated using the following integral:

f̄ 5
2

l E0

l

f ~x!S px

l Ddx, ~46!

which results from the application of the boundary con
tions as discussed in Ref. 39.
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We can now apply the above equations to our test c
and use the numerator of Eq.~38! to find unstable roots (g
.0).

The resulting frequencies of the unstable oscillations~for
a case ofl 520 mm, and the first purely azimuthal mode! are
shown in Fig. 10~f! only for regions of instability. We note
that according to the above formulation and calculations, a
muthal oscillations in the range of few tens of MHz can
excited. It seems to be quite a different mode from the h
frequency azimuthal mode discovered by Esipchuck a
Tilinin14 since not only the frequencies are high
for our case but the mode is even excited in regions wh
]Br /]x.0.

G. Recently observed modes

The recent experimental survey of oscillations in t
2–100 kHz range, carried out by Chestaet al.,16 has revealed
previously undocumented modes in addition to some of
better known oscillations discussed above. In particula
prominent axially propagating mode was observed at a
quency significantly lower than that of the transient-tim
mode. Another mode in the frequency range above 20 k
and which appears at high operating voltages, was obse
to be an azimuthalm51 wave that is distinct in its propertie
from previously observed azimuthal modes. Also, an a
muthal (m512) mode that seems to be induced by the pr
ence of the inserted probes was documented and may
insight into the active control of Hall thruster oscillations a
associated transport.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS ON HALL THRUSTER
OSCILLATIONS

We have considered oscillations in the Hall thruster o
five frequency bands ranging from very low frequency up
tens of MHz. We used contours of various plasma para
eters measured inside the accelerating channel of an SP
the starting point of our investigation and calculated t
magnitude and spatial distribution of various associated n
ral and collision frequencies, characteristic lengths and
locities. This extensive plasma characterization was t
used to study the various bands of oscillations that are n
rally excited in such thrusters.

The complex nature of the oscillations, which are e
cited by drifts and gradients of density and magnetic fie
was revealed by evaluating various dispersion relations
our numerical case study. Much of the calculated charac
istics had more than qualitative agreement with reported
servations. We graphically illustrated the nature, charac
and spatial dependencies, of various modes including
frequency azimuthal drift waves which form a rotatin
spoke, axially propagating ‘‘transit-time’’ oscillations, low
and high frequency azimuthal drift waves, ionizatio
instability-type waves, and wave emission peculiar to wea
ionized plasma in crossed electric and magnetic fields.
t to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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